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Wood slab coffee table



HomeFurnitureTablesCoffee and Cocktail TablesWood Slab Coffee TablesSort ByNewestRelevancePrice: High - LowPrice: Low - HighPopularVintage Modern Wood Lab Coffee TableThis wonderful natural cut wood top coffee table top features unique natural details that add to the beauty
of the table. Please confirm the item location (NY or NJ). H 17.5 in. W 58 in. D 31 in. Flame Birch Wood Plate Coffee TableBeautiful Flame Birch Coffee Table from Finland by unknown manufacturer, 1950s. Made from a flame birch plate with interesting wood grain. Elegant, shaped legs
that make up the organic... Organic wood plate coffee table with industrial iron BaseOffered for sale pick up, is an organic freeform wood panel coffee table supported by an industrial iron base. This table contains both a natural organic feeling with industrial style to crea... H 18 in. W 40 in. D
23 in. Andrianna Shamaris Rare High Quality Petrified Wood Plate Coffee TableIt is rare to find this hue and size in a petrified tree trunk. We have a collection of three, all of which are cut from the same protocol. We added cracked resin in the middle. Much better seen in Pers... H 15 in. W
44 in. D 33 in. Andrianna Shamaris Rare High Quality Petrified Wood Plate Coffee TableIt is rare to find this hue and size in a petrified tree trunk. We have a collection of three, all of which are cut from the same protocol. We added cracked resin in the middle. Much better seen in Pers... H
15 in. W 46 in. D 36 in. Spanish Burl Wood Plate Rustic Coffee TableAn Beginning of the 20th Century Spanish Burl Wood Plate Plate Coffee Table. This antique, smaller table from Spain features a thick, surl wooden top with knobby live edge, which... H 16 in. W 30 in. D 27 in. Raw Edge
Wood Plate Square Coffee TableLocated in Southampton, NYRaw Edge Wood Plate Square Coffee Table. Four plate pieces, miter-reinforced edge corners with bow tie key joinery on top. Wooden feet with felt pads to protect wooden floors. Solid wood, bea... H 16.25 in. W 45 in. D 44 in.
Andrianna Shamaris Single Slab Teak Wood Coffee TableIntroduction of the Mid Century Couture Collection New in 2021. Furniture that is built by hand from start to finish. A single plate of teak from my finest collection with butter... MaterialsWood, teak, reclaimed woodH 14 in. W 44 in. D
28 in. Andrianna Shamari's Single Plate Petrified Wood Coffee TableA stunning 3.5 thick single plate made of petrified wood rests on the choice of an antique bronze base or an espresso-stained modern wooden base. We obtain the highest quality petrified ... MaterialsWood, Reclaimed
Wood, Petrified WoodH 16 in. W 47 in. D 21 in. Antique rustic Top plate wood coffee tableThe thick plate draws one to this rustic coffee table due to the severe distress in each scratch, crack and joint that came from years of constant use (probably in a butcher ... H 20.75 in. W 48 in. D
23.75 in. Primitive Slab Coffee TableIn Culver City, CAThick plate on 3 Peg Legs. Legs. 21 W x 26.5 T x 14.5 H. H 14.5 in. W 21 in. D 26.5 in. Andrianna Shamaris Charred Single Slab Teak Wood Coffee TableSingle Plate Reclaimed Teak Wood Coffee Table. A perfect combination of
modern and organic. The Triple Burnt Collection features a unique line of modern furniture... MaterialsWood, teak, reclaimed woodH 15 in. W 46 in. D 26 in. Antique rustic top wood coffee table with splay legsThere is something organic and inviting in the thick wooden top of this rustic peg
leg coffee table that almost has a live edge feel. These are the years of use that make its... H 19 in. W 59.25 in. D 19.5 in. Rustic Tree Plate Coffee TableRust Tree Plate Coffee Table. Live edge design, covered with a planned surface in a dark finish. Played legs support the table. An
interesting addition to any interior. Please divide... H 17.5 in. W 60 in. D 17 in. Live Edge Plate Coffee TableSlab Coffee Table made from locally harvested old growth walnut. 2 thick, three-positioned legs that support this massive walnut live edge plate, polished and oiled. H 8 in. W 72 in. D
42 in. Andrianna Shamaris Single Slab Live Edge Teak Wood Coffee TableReclaimed Three Inch Thick Teak Wood Coffee Table with a Natural Oil Finish. Swim on midcentury style legs. Organic with a twist. Own an Andrianna Shamaris original. Andria... MaterialsWood, teak, reclaimed
woodH 16 in. W 40 in. D 29 in. Rustic tree top coffee tableThis stylish two-stage coffee table features an impressive hardwood construction with living edges made of natural wood. Robust and extensive table shows artisan details, stunning l... H 19 in. W 42 in. D 42 in. Andrianna Shamaris
Single Slab Live Edge Teak Wood Coffee TableReclaimed Teak Single Plate Coffee Table with a Natural Oil Finish. Swim on midcentury style legs. Organic with a twist. Own an Andrianna Shamaris original. Andrianna Shamar... MaterialsWood, teak, reclaimed woodH 16 in. W 40 in. D 38
in. Andrianna Shamaris Single Slab Teak Wood Live Edge Coffee TableImpressively RecoveredTekintic from a single 3.5? Plate with a natural oil finish. Swim on midcentury style legs. 60 x 50-32 wide x 17 high. Own an Andrianna Sha... MaterialsWood, teak, reclaimed woodH 17 in. W 60
in. D 50 in. Andrianna Shamaris Single Slab Live Edge Teak Wood Coffee TableImpressive recovered teak coffee table celebrate the natural cracks and crevices that have left time and loving use behind. Fabulous live edge with a thickness that is fr... MaterialsWood, teak, reclaimed woodH
16 in. W 67 in. D 64 in. Tree plate coffee table, 1960sBeautifully shaped tree trunk plate coffee table from the 1960s, good robust construction and quality finish. H 14.18 in. W 44.1 in. D 17.72 in. Live Edge Slab Coffee TableStudio made free-edged Coffee table with durable high-gloss
polyurethane finish. Please confirm the item location (NY or NJ) with the dealer. H 18 in. W 58 58 D 24 in. Andrianna Shamaris Single Plate Teak Wood Coffee Table or BenchImpressive 8 Single Teak Wood Plate Plate Coffee Table or Bench. We have added mid-century style legs to this
stunning organic shape and polished the top to the grain in the... MaterialsWood, teak, reclaimed woodH 16 in. W 111 in. D 32 in. Live Edge Wood Slab Couchtable on a modernist Chrome Base by Jean HubeauxDas in New York City, NYImpressive live randwood panel coffee table on a
modernist chrome base by Jean Hubeaux, France, 1970s. H 20.5 in. W 41 in. D 33 in. Andrianna Shamaris Single Slab Live Edge Teak Wood Coffee TableReclaimed Three Inch Thick Teak Wood Coffee Table with a Natural Oil Finish. Swim on midcentury style legs. Andrianna Shamaris.
The market leader in modern Organic Design.MaterialsWood, Teak, Reclaimed WoodH 16 in. W 41 in. D 32 in. Andrianna Shamaris Plate Top high quality petrified wood side table/coffee tableBeautiful tones in this super smooth petrified wood, two inch plate plate side table or coffee table.
On a black minimalist metal base. The size and the price represents the shown i... H 16.5 in. W 27 in. D 25 in. Rustic vintage tree plate coffee tableStudio made free edge coffee table with beautiful grain. Please confirm the item location (NY or NJ) with the dealer. H 17 in. W 72 in. D 10 in.
Modern Organic Live Edge Plate Reflect Coffee Table made of old woodIn Papanui, ChristchurchReflect has its name from the way the base mimics the changing landscape of Fiordland on New Zealand's South Island. The non-geometric shape is reflected on opposite sides and yet ... H
15.5 in. W 75 in. D 31.5 in. Andrianna Shamaris Live Edge Single Slab Teak Wood Coffee Table or BenchReclaimed Teak Wood Single Two Inch Live Edge Coffee Table or Bench. We added the modern legs, charred the plate and added the cerused finish. Organic is the new modernity.
Measures:... MaterialsWood, teak, reclaimed woodH 16 in. W 67 in. D 32 in. Adirondack Slab Bark Bench or Coffee TableIn Culver City, CASimple shape with intact bark along edge. Dimensions: 40 W x 18.5 T x 15 H. H 15 in. W 40 in. D 18.5 in. Live Edge Redwood Slab Coffee Table,
1970sLocatedIn San Francisco, CALive Edge Redwood Plate Coffee Table or End Table A Significant 1970s Live Edge Redwood Plate Coffee Table on a Large Root Base. Impressive richly tinted old growth redwood with... H 14.25 in. W 33 in. D 45.50 in. Mid-Century Modern Tree Plate
Coffee TableThis gorgeous vintage modern coffee table features a unique tree top. Stylish design with spread legs and a freeform live table top. Quality design with wonderful wood gra... H 17.5 in. W 64.5 in. D 14.5 in. Mid-Century Tree Plate Coffee TableThis stunning vintage coffee table
features natural hardwood construction with a thick tree top. The amorphous live edge table top makes a nice addition to any interior, t... H H In. W 49 in. D 39 in. Rustic Free Edge Tree Plate Coffee TableThis beautiful vintage coffee table features a thick solid wood tree top with beautiful
natural wood finish. Chop legs contribute to the rustic appeal of the piece while it is large... H 16 in. W 77 in. D 19.5 in. Petrified wood panel on petrified wood panel on patinaed steel mount Petrified wood panel on patinated steel bracket Measures: 26 H.H 26 in. W 34 in. D 30 in. Antique
Primitive Plate Wood Coffee Table with Natural Patina and Square Peg SplaEs is the natural wood itself that you will find fascinating in this rustic table. It originally served as a work table, whether for carpenter or butcher, resulting in the deep joints, mark... H 18.5 in. W 47.5 in. D 20.5 in.
Antique Pine Slab coffee table with Splay LegsThe attraction of this coffee table is the wood itself, the 1.5 thick plank plate is accentuated by the splay legs, which also accentuate the top itself. On the photo of the top, note the ag... H 20.5 in. W 53.75 in. D 23.5 in.Organic Sculptural Live
Edge Cypress Slab Coffee TableA bio highly sculptural reworked Cypress wood coffee table with an intact Cypress knee. The Burl grain on this of a kind table top is spectacular. The height up from... H 17 in. W 64 in. D 50 in. Andrianna Shamari's Petrified Wood Plate Table with Bronze
BaseIt is rare to find this beautiful charcoal and white color in a petrified wooden plate. Shown with an antique finish bronze base. We source the highest quality petrified wood available.... MaterialsWood, Reclaimed Wood, Petrified WoodH 17 in. W 30.5 in. D 22.5 in. Stylish Mid-Century
Modern Tree Plate Burl Coffee TableThis rustic vintage coffee table features a uniquely shaped tree top with stylish iron hairpin legs. The natural shape of the lacquered Burl wooden table makes an unforgettable and vis... H 16.25 in. W 64 in. D 34 in. Mid-Century Modern Live Edge Tree
Plate Coffee TableA wonderful vintage modern coffee table with a natural tree plate plate and spread black legs. This unique table features live edges and a sleek painted surface on the top. This great... H 18.25 in. W 54.5 in. D 29.5 in. Bespoke coffee table, top in antique hardwood by P.
Tendercool By Pieter Compernol &amp; Stephanie Grusenmeyer Model: ATOP_PT81_BS1_CW_BL_NO_edgeUN Top: single top made of antique hardwood top finish: Bleached and natural oil base: PT81 sand casting brass base finish golden sand dim... H 9.45 in. W 31.3 in. D 84.65 in.
Andrianna Shamaris Midcentury Couture Single Slab Bevelled Teak Coffee TableLaunch of the Midcentury Couture Collection New in 2021. Furniture that is built by hand from start to finish. A single plate made of Teak from my finest collection wi... MaterialsWood, teak, reclaimed woodH 15
in. W 56.5 in. D 38 in. Impressive Mid-Century Modern Live Edge Tree Plate Coffee TableThis gorgeous vintage modern coffee table features a unique live edge tree plate live edge tree plate with two stable legs. This functional piece has a large top with an unusual shape and elegant
wood... H 14 in. W 84 in. D 25 in. Modern Industry Serif Series Coffee Table in Single Slab WalnutLocated in Downers Grove, ILA single plate made of high-figure walnut gives the top of this exquisite Serif coffee table a heavenly effect. Grain-matched steel insert, with removable steel plate,
the... Large Live Edge Redwood Slab Coffee Table located on Hairpin Legs, 1970sIn San Francisco, CAA very eye-catching and significant 1970s Live Edge Redwood Plate Coffee Table on black hairpin legs. Impressive five-foot-long, two-inch thick plate of richly tinted old mammoth
redwood ... H 18.38 in. W 58 in. D 33 in. Bespoke coffee table, two rare plates made of antique hardwood by P. TendercoolBy Pieter Compernol &amp; Stephanie Grusenmeyer Model: PT81 2ATOP BS1 Top: Two common single plates made of antique hardwood top finish: bleached and
oiled with natural oil base: PT81 sand casting finishing finish H 9.65 in. W 41.34 in. D 86.62 in. Handmade Freeform Live Plate Burl Redwood Coffee Table by Daryl Stokes, 1970sIn Los Angeles, CAExtraordinary Artisan Coffee Table Handmade from Natural Free Shaped Burl Redwood,
which was polished and in an impressive side table, created by California a... MaterialsWood, Burl, DriftwoodH 15 in. W 67 in. D 61.25 in. Live Edge Solid Plate Coffee Table or Bench in the style of George NakashimaIncredible Midcentury Live Edge or free edge solid flat coffee table or
bench in the style of George Nakashima. It is in wonderful vintage condition with normal wear, circa 1950s-198... H 16.5 in. W 48.75 in. D 32.5 in. American Custom Magnolia Plate Cocktail Table with Three Metal Hairpin LegsAn American bespoke cocktail table with hairpin legs. We
currently have three tables available, price and sold individually. This modern cocktail table was built in the USA ... H 18.5 in. W 29 in. D 24 in. Bespoke table with single plate made of antique hardwood, by P. TendercoolBy Pieter Compernol &amp; Stephanie Grusenmeyer Model: Low table
ATOP PT81_BS1 Top: A plate of antique hardwood top finish: Natural oiled base: PT81 base, sand casting brass base finish: Golden sand Dimensions: 166 x 41 x 22 cm... H 8.67 in. W 65.36 in. D 16.15 in. High Console Table in Single Slab of Antique Hardwood Available from P.
TendercoolBy Pieter Compernol &amp; Stephanie Grusenmeyer SALE we are currently renovating our showroom and accepting a 30% discount on the list price. Now available - a model: PT4H Top: Single plate made of antique... H 46.86 in. W 115.75 in. D 31.11 in. Mid-Century Modern
Live Edge Plate or Tree Trunk Cocktail or Beit TableIn Philadelphia, PAA designed table that was produced in the early 1970s, manufacturer unknown. Perfect size for a small cocktail table or side table. An unusual mixture of makes this an instan... H 14 in. W 31 in. D 28 in. Freeform wood
panel raw wood for coffee table Nakashima inspiredLocated in National City, CAFor your consideration a beautiful, freeform wood panel raw wood for coffee table or another project. Nakashima inspired. Insecure of wood seems to be walnut, but I'm not sure 1...H 2.38 in. W 82.5 in. D 45.5
in. Vintage Live Edge Tree Plate Coffee TableThis unique vintage bench is made of live edge wood and covered with a unique finishing varnish for added durability. Robust wooden base adds the natural forest style of the... H 16 in. W 49.5 in. D 18.75 in. Very nice wooden plate coffee table.
Tailor-made.&lt;br&gt; Sale 3000 USD, Orig. 3500,H 17 in. W 62 in. D 20 in. Beautiful wooden plate coffee table. Tailor-made.&lt;br&gt; Sale 3000 USD, Orig. 3500,H 16 in. W 65 in. D 24 in. A solid wooden slab supported by three minimalistically tapered iron legs becomes a striking coffee
table. Iron staples reinforce the edges of this slightly oval artwork. ... H 15 in. W 36 in. D 31 in. Vintage wood plate coffee tableVintage wood top coffee table. Steel tube legs. Primitive Wood Plate Coffee TableIn Culver City, CAPrimitive Wood Plate Coffee/Work TableH 19 in. W 66 in. D 24
in. Wooden slab coffee tables for sale on 1stDibsThere are a number of wooden panels coffee tables for sale on 1stDibs. Often made of wood, reclaimed wood and metal, all available wooden panels were built with great care. Find 32 antique and vintage wooden panel coffee tables at
1stDibs now, or buy our selection of 15 modern versions for a more modern example of this long-cherished furniture. Wooden slab coffee tables have been produced for many years, with earlier versions from the 18th century and more recent variations that were only produced in the 21st
century. There are many types of wooden panels to choose from, but at 1stDibs, Mid-Century Modern and Scandinavian Modern wooden slab coffee tables are of considerable interest. Not every interior allows large wooden slab coffee tables, so small wooden panel coffee tables with an
area of 24 inches are available at 1stDibs. Over the years, there have been many well-made wooden slab coffee tables, but those by Andrianna Shamaris, Pieter Compernol &amp; Stephanie Grusenmeyer and Modern Industry are often among the most beautiful. How much are wooden
slab coffee tables? Prices for wooden-panel coffee tables can vary depending on size, period and other attributes – for 1stDibs, wooden panel coffee tables start at USD 750 and can be as high as USD 32,000, while the average can fetch up to USD 3,588. Questions about wooden slab
coffee tablesAre the prices for wooden slab coffee tables are negotiable on 1stdibs? The prices for most wooden panel coffee tables on are negotiable. The item details page displays the Create Quote button, indicating that the seller is ready to a lower price. It is not uncommon for
customers to receive a 15-25% discount on the list price after negotiations. Check out our tips for negotiating like a pro. Who sells wooden slab coffee tables online at 1stdibs? Only experienced, professional sellers who have applied and have been thoroughly tested by our team of experts
can sell wooden panel coffee tables and other high-quality items on our website. Learn more about becoming a 1stdibs seller. What is the Buyer Protection Guarantee? The 1stdibs Buyer Protection Guarantee provides cover for qualifying purchases in the unlikely event that the item does
not arrive or is damaged as described. We work with you and the seller to find a solution to ensure your satisfaction. Details AdsHow does global shipping work on 1stdibs? We partner with the world's best shipping providers to provide seamless and fully insured delivery directly to you from
the seller's location, no matter where you are in the world. Our logistics team consists of dedicated members who arrange all details with our partners, maintain and support all shipments. Learn more about shipping on 1stdibs. What payment methods are accepted on 1stdibs? 1stdibs?
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